
Research Lab Technician

Part-time, hourly

Updated April 2021

How to apply: After reading the job description entirely, please submit a resume and cover letter to

apply@rebellyous.com explaining your skill set and experience, along with the answer to the following

question:

● Why are you interested in working at Rebellyous?

● What experience do you have working in a laboratory environment?

● How many hours per week are you seeking to work?

● What is your availability on a weekly basis to work?

Rebellyous Foods (RF) is an early-stage, plant-based foods start-up. As a food production and

manufacturing technology company, we are working to substantially increase the volume and lower the

price of specific, high-quality plant-based meat products to effectively serve the market to replace

animal-based meat on a large scale. We achieve this through the design, development, and

implementation of new production equipment, methods and systems for enhanced plant-based meat

production.

Rebellyous Foods is seeking a conscientious, flexible, and detail-oriented Research Lab Technician to

support the bench testing, prototyping, and building of new equipment for the production of

plant-based meat. We are seeking team members who enjoy making a difference, being a part of a

high-performing team, and who take pride in working in a fast-paced, constantly changing startup

environment and thrive working in an intensive manufacturing work environment. We are seeking

mission-focused and dedicated individuals to work collaboratively with our Equipment Research and

Design team, and to strategically grow the company. Flexibility, hard work, and keen follow-through are

critical for success for employees in a startup environment. After hours and weekend work may be

required.

Areas of Responsibility:

● Maintain organization, sanitation and upkeep of lab and lab equipment

● Ordering and inventory control of lab equipment and supplies including documentation for use

of equipment

● Support bench testing, prototyping and building new prototype methods and equipment under

the supervision of research engineers.

● Work closely with the Production team for food production shifts when necessary.
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● Complete sanitation duties daily as necessary and support management of the lab.

● Support company safety initiatives.
● Support the engineering team in careful preparation of food samples for research.

● Complete careful, repetitive testing of samples under strict conditions and record data.

● Set up and clean up the laboratory for and after testing.

Growth opportunities may include:

● Complete detailed models of production equipment.

● Prepare drawings and models for presentations and documentation and training.

● Create drawings for future production. Manage document control and file management systems.

● Assist with 3D printing and parts production

Qualifications:

● Experience in the food industry is desired.

● Must operate with a sense of urgency and attention to detail.

● Demonstrated ability to carefully and accurately follow detailed written instructions (as in a

scientific laboratory or kitchen).

● Willing to apply creative solutions to solve workflow bottlenecks; seeking a focused, fast

problem solver.

● Enjoys working with people of diverse backgrounds and experiences.

● Exemplary leadership skills -- no exceptions.

● Compassionate collaboration skills.

● Commitment to design for safety and supporting company safety initiatives.

● Commitment to following proper sanitizing procedures.

● Strong attention to detail and a commitment to excellence.

● Experience or interest in a start-up environment is highly desirable.

● Mission focused. Our company works to end factory farming.

● Excellent communication skills – written and verbal.

● Flexible and willing to take on any tasks to support team efforts.

● Good research skills and highly organized.

● Capable of making decisions independently and exercising excellent judgment.

● Handles confidential information with discretion.

● Strong work ethic, integrity and personal accountability.

● Proficiency in G-Suite applications as well as MS Word and Excel is a plus.

● Commitment to food safety.

● Ability to obtain a WA state food worker card.

Position Type/Expected Hours of Work: Ability to work during 7AM - 6PM working hours. Some evening
hours may be necessary at times, but may be flexible.

Physical Demands: Ability to stand for long periods of time, stoop, kneel, and reach regularly. Ability to

lift, push, pull up to 50 pounds. Reasonable accommodations can be made for those with disabilities.



Location: Greater Seattle area. This position is located at our facility in West Seattle, WA. This is not a

remote position.

Salary: $20 - $22, but commensurate with applicable experience.

Non-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Policy: At Rebellyous Foods, we aim to attract the most

qualified and creative problem-solvers to the mission of providing sustainable, affordable meat

alternatives. In achieving that goal, RF does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion (creed),

gender, gender expression, age, national origin (ancestry), disability, marital status, sexual orientation, or

military status, in any of our operations. Women, minorities, people of color, and those with

non-traditional educational and experiential backgrounds are encouraged to apply. Further, we are

committed to providing an inclusive and welcoming environment for all members of our staff,

subcontractors, vendors, and clients. Discrimination or harassment in any form or based on any of the

above factors is prohibited, as is retaliation against a person who has made a complaint or given

information regarding possible violations of our policy.


